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New comedy film FUXK D3M KIDZ!! to be released on all major 

streaming platforms in summer 2023 

Hilarious comedy details the trials and tribulations of being a parent in the 21st century 

March 2023 – Tra Par Production Studio has officially announced 

its all-new comedy, FUXK D3M KIDZ!! will be released on all 

major streaming platforms in the summer of 2023. The highly 

anticipated comedy, written and directed by Tracey Parson, 

explores the struggles parents experience in the 21st century. 

The film’s relatable storyline about the chaos of parenthood will 

have viewers rolling in laughter and wiping away tears.  

Starring comedian Chris Kennedy (Never Heard, I Got the Hook 

Up 2), FUXK D3M KIDZ!! is about a group of parents who finally 

give themselves a break from the non-stop daily grind of being 

moms and dads. The group creates a day dedicated to 

themselves, dubbed Fuxk Dem Kidz Day. The comedy explores 

the challenges of being a parent along with the pressures and 

criticisms created by individuals without kids. 

In addition to starring Kennedy, FUXK D3M KIDZ!! features Jai Lashe, R&B singer Nyasia Chanel, 

Filipino R&B singer E-Liz, Francisco Joseph, April McBride, Comedian Carlos “HaHa” Davis and 

legendary actor Clifton Powell (Rush Hour, Next Friday).   

FUXK D3M KIDZ!! is Parson’s directorial debut. She aimed to create a film all parents can relate 

to. Parson paid attention to every detail to ensure FUXK D3M KIDZ!! had humor, love, and a 

message of empowerment to parents everywhere. In addition, some of the scenes from the 

film come directly from her own experiences.  

Parson previously worked on films, including Broken Trust and Nobody’s Son, and is a best-

selling author and entrepreneur. FUXK D3M KIDZ!! took Parson in a new direction, as she was 

able to put her heart and soul into a project like never before.   

FUXK D3M KIDZ!! will be released on all major streaming platforms in the summer of 2023. The 

highly anticipated film will be one of the blockbusters of the summer for Netflix, Amazon Prime 

Video, and other streaming services courtesy of its relatable storyline and humor.   



Tra Par Entertainment’s film FUXK D3M KIDZ!! is sponsored by Luc Belaire Sovereign Brands. 

The company produces a range of sparkling wines from France’s historic winemaking regions.  

Learn more about the comedy of the summer, FUXK D3M KIDZ!! at Tra Par Entertainment’s 

official website.   

About Tra Par Entertainment  

Tra Par Production Studio is a Woman Minority Owned Independent film studio dedicated to 

producing high-quality, entertaining, and thought-provoking films for audiences worldwide. Tra 

Par Production Studio focuses on fresh and innovative storytelling while seeking to create 

unforgettable cinematic experiences that delight, challenge, and inspire audiences. 
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